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ther studies are necessary to elucidate the observed differ
ence, this analysis demonstrates one of the remarkable fea
ture of FRS that one can measure a differential diffusion 
coefficient provided and A2 are known. Indeed, FRS is 
a very sensitive and versatile technique to measure tracer 
diffusion coefficient, but it is indispensable for an accurate 
interpretation of FRS data to know about the optical proper
ties of the probe in the system of interest. It can not be 
said, however, that appropriate care has been paid so far.
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A Theoretical Study of CO Molecules on Metal Surfaces: 
Coverage Dependent Properties
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The CO molecules adsorbed on Ni(lll) surface is studied in the cluster approximation employing EH method with 
self-consistent charge iteration. The effect of CO coverage is simulated by allowing the variation of valence state 
ionization potentials of each Ni atom in model cluster according to the self-consistent charge iteration method. The 
CO coverage dependent C-0 stretching frequency shift, adsorption site conversion, and metal work function change 
are attributed to the charge transfer between metal 동urface and adsorbate. For CO/Ni(lll) system, net charge transfer 
from Ni surface to chemisorbed CO molecules makes surface Ni atoms be more positive with increasing coverage, 
and lowers Ni surface valence band. This leads to a weaker interaction between metal surface valence band and 
Co 2n* MO, less charge transfer to a single CO molecule, and the bule shift of C-0 stretching frequency. Further 
increase of coverage induces the conversion of 3-fold site CO to lower coordination site CO as well as the blue 
shift of C-0 stretching frequency. This whole process is accompanied by the continuous increase of metal work 
function.

Introduction

One of the most extensively studied adsorbates is carbon 
monoxide. Its interaction with metal surfaces has constituted 
the model systems for molecular chemisorption for many 

years. When a CO molecule is adsorbed on a metal surface, 
the vibrational frequency coco of the intramolecular stretching 
mode exhibits substantial downward shift from its gas phase 
value at 2143 cm \ It has been widely accepted that the 
5o orbital of the CO molecule is primarily responsible for 
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the chemical bond formation to the substrate.1-2 Since the 
5o orbital is essentially a lone-pair orbital on the carbon 
atom, it has been suggested that the donation of the 5g elec
trons to the metal is simultaneously accompanied by back- 
donation in the 2n* orbitals of the chemisorbed CO, which 
is the lowest unoccupied level in the gas phase. The degree 
of each charge transfer depends on the electronic properties 
of the adsorbate, and also play a significant role in the chan
ge of the vibrational properties upon chemisorption. Since 
the 2n* orbitals have an anti-bonding character with respect 
to the molecular interatomic bond, the partial occupancy 
weakens the C-0 bond strength. This leads to the elongation 
of the C-0 bond distance, and to the decrease in a)Co com
pared to the neutral CO molecule in the gas phase.3

There is, in general, an additional coverage dependent 
shift of the vibrational frequency. It has been reported that 
the vibrational frequency of CO adsorbed on Ru, Pd, Ni sur
faces increase with increasing CO coverage.4^9 These upward 
frequency shifts have been explained in terms of the dipole
dipole coupling theory?0-12 in which each molecule experi
ences the electric field not only of the incident photons, but 
also of the surrounding vibrating dipoles of the adsorbed 
molecules.

It has been proposed that there is another component to 
this coverage dependent frequency shift. This is known as 
the chemical shift.

The dipole coupling shift and the chemical shift contribu
tion can be seperated experimentally in IRAS (Infrared Ab
sorption Spectroscopy) by the use of isotopic mixtures. While 
neighboring molecules with identical frequencies experience 
dipole coupling, molecules with sufficiently different frequen
cies can be considered vibrationally decoupled.13

The chemisorption of CO by the Ni(lll) surface provides 
a classical example of multiple CO coordination possibilities 
to surface Ni atoms. Early studies suggested that up to a 
coverage of one-half only the 2-fold sites are occupied.14,15 
This simple picture of chemisorption has been challenged 
by IRAS and HREELS (High Resoltion Electron Energy Loss 
Spectroscopy). The C-0 stretching frequencies obtained by 
these techniques revealed a much more complicated situa
tion.16,17 At low coverage, only the 3-fold sites are populated. 
With increase in coverage, a continuous conversion from the 
3-fold to 2-fold site occurs. This transformation is completed 
when coverage is about 0.16. Terminally bonded CO can be 
observed whenever coverage is greater than 0.3.18,19 It has 
been also reported that CO adsorbed on 3-fold site shows 
slight upward frequency shift, and that CO on 2-fold site 
shows strong upward frequency shift.19

In this work, coverage dependent frequency shift of CO 
adsorbed on Ni(lll) surface is studied employing Extended 
Hiick이 (EH) method with self-consistent charge iteration.20,21 
The effect of different CO coverage is simulated by allowing 
the variation of the energy parameters (Hit) of each Ni atom. 
These variation of the energy parameters of Ni were perfor
med for each model cluster by using self-consistent charge 
iteration method on each Ni atoms. Anderson have proposed 
valence state ionization potential shift approach to explain 
various surface phenomena.22-26 He has simulated the effects 
of adsorbate or applied potential on surface by the variation 
of metal energy parameters. He has varied arbitrarily the 
valence state ioniz가ion potential (VSIP) of all metal atoms

Figure 1. Model clusters for CO/Ni(lll) system. The large 
white circles are CO molecules, the large black circles surface 
Ni atoms, and the small black circles second layer Ni atoms.

in same quantity within the framework of molecular orbital 
theory. In contrast to the Anderson's approach, self-consis
tent charge iteration method is employed in determining the 
energy parameters of each metal atom for each system.

Due to the net charge transfer between adsorbed CO and 
Ni substrate, increase of CO coverage moves the energy pa
rameters of surface Ni atoms to lower energy. This change 
of metal atom energy parameters is used to explain the co
verage dependent metal work funtion changes, coverage de
pendent frequency shifts, adsorption site preferences and the 
interrelations among these.

In addition to the CO chemisorption on Ni(lll) surface, 
CO adsorbed on Pt(lll) surface was also considered for the 
comparison purpose. For the CO/Pt(lll) system, the ob
served C-0 stretching frequency suggested that up to CO 
coverage 0.3, only the on-top site was occupied.27 As cover
age increase to 0.5, one-half of the CO molecules are lo
cated at the on-top site while the other half adsorb on the 
2-fold site.28 More recent study by IRAS, however, has in
dicated that the 2-fold site of Pt(lll) surface begins to be 
populated when the CO coverage is around 0.2-0.3.29 These 
experimental results have been also supported by Monte Ca
rlo simulation.30,31

Although the limitation of EH method confines this study 
to only a qualitative investigation, it reveals some trends 
of above mentioned phenomena.

Computation

Model Clusters and its Geometries. Model clusters 
used in present work for the CO/Ni(lll) system are given 
in Figure 1. Ni-Ni distances were fixed at bulk value of 2.49 
A for each model cluster. The Ni-C and C-0 bond lenghs 
in 나le Ni(lll)-(、/怎X、/3)R30°-CO system have been deter
mined by normal photoelectron diffraction (NPD) to be 1.78 
± 0.03 and 1.13 k, respectively.32 For the surface structure 
Ni(100)-c(2 X 2)-COt in which o미y the on-top site have been 
populated, the Ni-C distance is about 1.71 A.33 - 35 In organo- 
nickel carbonyls, the Ni-C bonds are usually bracketed in 
the range of 1.69-1.86 A for terminal CO, 1.83-1.98 A for 卩厂 

CO, and 1.89-2.03 A for ga-CO.36 - 38 Considering these experi-
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Figure 2. Model clusters for CO/Pt(lll) system. The large 
white circles are CO molecules, the large black circles surface 
Pt atoms, and the small black circles second layer Pt atoms.

Table 1. C and 0 Atomic Orbital Exponents and H“

Atom Orbital Hlt (eV)

C -21.40 1.6250
-11.40 1.6250

O — 32.30 2.2750
一 14.80 2.2750

a Orbital exponents < and energy parameters (//„) for C and 0 
atoms are taken from reference 45.

mental data, the Ni-C bond lengths are taken to be 1.71, 
1.87, 1.96 A for on-top, 2-fold, and 3-fold adsorption sites. 
The C-0 bond length is kept fixed at 1.13 A for all adsorp
tion sites. These geometries are the same as that of Wong 
and Hoffmann39 except Ni-C bond length for 2-fold adsorp
tion site. In their paper, the 2-fold site has been calculated 
to be the most stable one because they has simulated the 
Ni( 11 l)-(y/3 X v3)R30° -CO system. CO adsorbed on 2-fold 
site has been found experimentally to be the most strongly 
adsorbed one at this CO coverage. It has been reported, 
however, that the 3-fold site was the most stable one with 
the calculated site preference order 3-fold > 2-fold > 1-fold at 
a very low CO coverage.40 This is consistent with vibrational 
analysis of Campuzano and Greenler,41 and with that of Sur- 
nev and Xu.42 Since the binding energy calculated by EH 
method depends strongly on Ni-C bond length, without any 
significant change of interaction scheme, slight change 0.06 
A of Ni-C length for 2-fold adsorption site from the Wong 
and Hoffmann's value is made to have the site preference 
3-fold > 2-fold > 1-fold at a very low CO coverage.

Model clusters given in Figure 2 are used in this paper 
for the CO/Pt(lll) 앵stem. Pt-Pt distances are kept fixed 
at bulk value of 2.77 A for each model 이uster. The Pt(lll)- 
c(4X2)-2CO surface structure has been investigated in detail 
by dynamical LEED, in which one-half of the CO molecules 
are located at the on-top site while the other half are adsor
bed on the 2-fold site. The Pt-C bond lengths have been 
reported to 1.85 and 2.08 A respectively for the on-top and 
2-fold bridge site.43 The C-0 bond length is kept fixed at 
1.15 X for all adsorption site.

Methodology. Extended Hiickel calculation with charge 
iteration on metal atoms is performed to calculate molecular 
orbitals of the model clusters given in Figure 1 and 2, assum
ing a quadratic dependence of metal H混 on its charge. It 
has been known that the results of self-consistent charge 
iteration usually show a marked improvement over the resu
lts obtained without iteration.20,21,44

Diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements of metal atoms are 
set up as follows. The term valence slate ionization potentials 
(VSIP) denotes the energy necessary to remove an electron 
from a given orbital of either a specific configuration or val
ence configuration.

一 VSIP,(Q)二 一"一 EQ—G (1)

The parameter set 4, E, and C, is usually determined 
through the atomic spectra data. Net charge Q of an atom 
a in a molecule is defined as f이lows.

(Number of valence electron of atom a)

Table 2. Ni and Pt Atomic Orbital Exponents

a From reference 46. b From reference 47.c From reference 48.

Atom Orbital Ci °2

Ni 1.8250
1.1250
5.7500 2.0000 0.56830 0.62920

Pt 2.5500
2.5500
6.0100 2.7000 0.63213 0.55186

Table 3. VSIP Parameters of Ni and Pt Atomic Orbitals (eV)

Atom Orbital A B C

W 0.9110 8.5610 7.5400
0.9860 6.5520 3.8900
1.7600 13.5600 10.9000

Pf 1.0500 5.1120 8.7280
0.9500 3.8920 5.2090
2.3310 8.5220 12.0020

aFrom reference 49 and 50. 'From reference 51 and 52.

—[ X X "허;“爲이 (2)

H广을 S酒n +H方) ⑶

k — constant (1.75)
Si；—overlap between i and j atomic orbitals

The parameters used in this work is given in Table 1-3. 
Energy parameters Hti of metal atoms are not given becouse 
CO coverage effect is simulated through the variation of Hgs 
of each metal atom employing self-consistent charge iteration 
method. That is, H“'s of each metal atoms are determined 
by CO coverage so that H註 of each metal atom is different 
from each model cluster.

The result of calculation for NiCO triatomic molecule em
ploying above parameters are compared with that of ab initio 
effective core potential (ECP) SCF calculation of Rohlfing 
and Hay53 to test the reliability of parameters, geometries, 
and self-consistent charge iteration method itself. Table 4 
shows some calculated quantities and their comparison with 
the ECP SCF results.

Binding energy of Ni-CO is calcul걼ed to be 3.82 eV in 
our calculation compared with 4.05 eV of above mentioned 
ab initio ECP SCF calculation of Rohlfing and Hay. For re-
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Table 4. Comparison of the Results of EH Caulation Employing 
Parameters of This Work and The Result of Effective Core Pote
ntial SCF Calculation from Reference 53 for The Ni-C Bond 
Length of NiCO Molecule and Mulliken Populations

Ni-C Ni C O

A s p d s P s P

EHT 1.710 0.44 0.10 9.37 3.32 2.07 3.62 5.07
ECF 1.7114 0.43 0.09 9.57 3.59 1.95 3.90 4.46

aab initio effective core potential SCF calculation of reference
53. b Geometry optimized value from reference 53.

ference, experimentally determined Ni-CO binding energy 
in gas phase has been reported to be 2.32-3.62 eV.M

Our concern is mainly on the role of CO 5o (HOMO) and 
CO 2n* (LUMO) molecular orbitals when CO molecules in
teract with metal surface. So, the contribution of each CO 
molecular orbital must be isolated from the calculated mole
cular orbitals of total system. Basis transformation from Ni, 
C, 0 atomic orbital basis to the CO molecular orbital and 
Ni cluster molecular orbital basis is performed to meet this 
needs. In the case of model cluster II Figure 1, for example, 
CO molecular orbitals and Nii9 cluster molecular orbitals are 
calculated seperately using the same energy parameters (H“) 
and geometries. And then, transformation is performed tak
ing above fragment molecular orbitals as basis. The trans
formation is expressed as follows.

% = 旗 따j = £以 嘛 (4)
J k

In Eq. (4),、* is a molecular orbital of total system,(p; is 
a atomic orbital basis, and 届 is the fragment molecular orbi
tal basis which are consisted of CO molecular orbitals and 
Nii9 molecular orbitals in the case of model cluster I-V.

The density of states (DOS) curve given in Eq. (5) is a 
plot of the number of orbitals per unit energy as abscissa, 
versus energy as ordinate. This DOS curve is resolved into 
the projected DOS (PDOS). PDOS#, for example, represents 
the contribution of an atom A to the total DOS.

DOS (Density of States)

= Z6(E—E,)〈％|'虬〉
i

' J k

=PDOS.4 + PDO% + PDOSc +.......... (5)

As the analogue of overlap population (OP) which indicates 
bond strength between adjacent atoms in a m이ecule, frag
ment overlap population (FOP) is defined as f이lows utilizing 
Ci of Eq. (4)

FOP=2^«, S (6)
I jfa

In Eq. (6), a is metal substrate fragment and g is CO 
molecule fragment. FOP defined in Eq. (6) can be interpreted 
as representing bond strength between a CO molecule and 
a metal substrate.

FOP is resaved into the contribution of each CO molecu
lar orbitals as in Eq. (7). FOP?”⑴+ FOPw and FOP曲 in Eq. 
(7) represents the contribution of CO 2n* and CO 5X molecu
lar orbital to the CO-metal bond strength respectively.

FOP= 2(2 工佑 2 G’&S%

=FOP曲 + FOP2n(J) + FOPw + FOPs + FOP】m)

+ FOP* 刃 + FOP” + FOP知 (7)

The crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) curve is a 
plot of the overlap-population-weighted density of states ver
sus energy. Integration of the COOP curve up to the Fermi 
energy gives the total overlap population. The positive re
gions of the COOP curve represent bonding and the negative 
regions antibonding. The amplitude of the COOP curve de
pends on the number of states in an energy interval, the 
magnitude of the coupling overlap, and the size of the coeffi
cients in the MOs.55 While the COOP curve is defined be
tween adjacent atoms in a molecule, fragment COOP 
(FCOOP) which represents the characteristics of bonding be
tween fragment is defined as Eq. (8). The intergration of 
FCOOP up to the Fermi level gives FOP.

FCOOP (Fragment Crystal Orbital Overlap Population)

= X2 8(£-£,) X 2 gS* 
t jea

Table 5. Results of Calculation for The Nii9-(CO)„ System

No/ HM FOP 冲） F아*2n(y) FOP晶 <3》 OPco

I -11.95174 0.31370 0.31369 0.36178 1.1288 1.1259
II -12.11655 0.28274 0.26764 0.36482 0.9302 1.1479
III -12.16872 0.27747 0.26336 0.36635 0.9074 1.1793
IV -12.85806 0.26816 0.26170 0.36706 0.8784 1.1842
V -13.59301 0.20109 0.20109 0.31449 0.7445 1.2228

“CO coverage increases as one goes down the column, see Figure 1. ^Converged Htl value of the J-orbital of Ni atom at surface 
center. TOP is defined in Eq. (6) and (7); see text. ^Partial electron occupation numbers of CO 2n* level. fOverlap population 
between C and 0 atom. OPco of free CO molec니e is 1.3641. Increase of OPC()means the blue shift of C-0 stretching frequency 
with increasing coverage.
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Table 6. Net Charge0 of NR and CO Fragment of 나］e Nii9-(CO)„ 
System

No. N爲 Center CO Boundary CO

I + 0.5982 -0.5982 —
II + 0.9116 — 一 0.4558
III + 1.1147 — -0.3716
IV + 1.3545 -0.3360 -0.3395
V +1.7348 -0.1388 -0.2660

“The definition of net charge is given in Eq. (2). Sum of net 
charges of Ni^, center CO, and boundary CO multiplied by its 
number becomes zero because the total systems are neutral mo
del clusters.
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Figure 3. FCOOP2na)curve defined in Eq. (8) for Nii9-(CO)„ 
systems. A. model cluster I, B. model cluster IV, C. model cluster 
V. The vertical lines around 10 eV denote the HOMO energies. 
The dotted curves are intergartion curves. It can be seen that 
FOP*), which corresponds to the intergration of FCOOP2nU) 
curve up to the HOMO energy, decreases with increasing CO 
coverage.
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Figure 4. COOP curves between C and 0 atom, and PDO&n 
curvers. A. COOP of C-0 in model 이uster I, B. PDOS% of CO 
in mod이 이uster I, C. COOP of C-0 in model cluster IV, D. 
PDOS2it of CO in model cluster IV, E. COOP of C-0 in model 
cluster V, F. PDOS^ of CO in model cluster V. The vertical 
lines around 10 eV denote 나le HOMO energies. The dotted line 
in COOP curve is intergration curve. The height of this intergra- 
tion curve at the HOMO energy corresponds to the overlap 
population of C-0 bond (OPc-o)- The increase of OPc-o with in- 
creasin응 coverage is not clearly seen in these COOP curves 
since the differences are small. Table 5 gives numerical values 
of OPc-0-

Results

When the convergence reached for each model clusters, 
surface Ni atom's energy parameters are moved to lower 
energy toward the CO 5o level with increasing CO coverage. 
This is because the net charge is transferred from Ni surface 
atoms to adsorbed CO molecules making the surface Ni
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Table 7. Results of Calculation for The Pt22-(CO)W System

"CO coverage increases as one goes down the column, see Figure 2. bConverged H,, values of the J-orbital of Pt atom at surface 
center. rFOP is defined in Eq. (6) and (7). As coverage increases, FOP2n(x)and FOP2n(.y)increases while FOP* decreases because 
the surface Pt valence band moves away from CO 5o toward CO 2n*. Partial electron occupation numbers of CO 2n* lebel. e Overlap 
population between C and 0 atom. Decrease of OPc-o means the red shift of C-0 stretching frequency with increasing coverage. 
OPc-o of free CO molecule is 1.3269.

No/ FOP 2 끼#) FOP 2 聞 FOP& OPc-0

VI —12.94430 0.12340 0.12340 0.41231 0.3774 1.2364
VII 一 12.84643 0.12571 0.12589 0.41093 0.3903 1,2330
VIII -12.45478 0.13338 0.13315 0.39302 0.4427 1.2130

atoms to be positive. The extent of CO 2n*-Ni(lll) interac
tion is larger than that of CO 5o-Ni(lll) interaction for 
CO/Ni(lll) system, which results in the net charge flow from 
Ni s나rface to adsorbed CO. A single CO molecule, however, 
takes less charge from Ni cluster although Ni cluster beco
mes more positive as a whole with increasing CO coverage 
as can be seen in Table 6. This reduced charge transfer 
to a single CO molecule results in an increase of C-0 overlap 
population as the CO coverage increased because the partial 
electron occupation of 2n* is reduced. Increase of C-O over
lap population is conceived as the blue shift of C-0 stretch 
frequency. Some authors56,57 have attempted a correlation 
between calculated overlap populations and experimental vi
brational frequency data. And others5859 have proposed the 
simple relationship between effective electrom occupation of 
CO 2n* and vibrational frequency. No attempt is made here, 
however, to use such correlation data to obtain quantitative 
results because different computational details would give 
significantly different values.

As the coverage increases, Ni surface valence band shifts 
to lower energy leading to a weaker perturbative interac
tion between CO 2n* level and Ni substrate tZ-band because 
the gap between the two increases. This shift of metal vale
nce band reduces the magnitude of FOP2n(x)and FOP2tt(}) 

which represent the contribution of CO 2n(r)* and 2n(y)* 
to bond strength between metal substrate and adsorbed CO. 
FCOOP27T(r)or FCOOP2nb.)curve shows why FOP*)or FOP跖°) 

is decreased as coverage increased. Only the FCOOPg cu
rve is shown in Figure 3 because the FCOOP2n(>)curve has 
the same shape by symmetry. As the large positive peaks 
at around —12.8 eV of Figure 3A move to lower energy 
around —14.5 eV of Figure 3C with increasing coverage, 
their heights are reduced.

The weaker perturbative interation between metal subst
rate and CO 2n* with increasing CO coverage result in the 
reduced net charge transfer from Ni surface to a single CO 
molecule, and then, the bule shift of C-0 stretching frequ
ency. PDOS2tt and COOPC-o curves given in Figure 4 shows 
this effects. As the peaks around —12.8 eV of Figure 4B 
shift to lower energy around —14.5 eV of Figure 4F, the 
intergration of PDOS2n curve up to the HOMO energy, which 
is electron occupation number of CO 2n*, is reduced. The 
<«2n> values given in Table 5 shows this reduction of elec
tron occupation number of CO 2n* with increasing coverage 
explicitly. With increasing coverage, in summary, CO 2n* in
teracts less strongly with metal d-band, smaller area of CO 
2n* band below the Fermi level, smaller elctron occupation

Table 8. Net Charge" of Pt22 and CO Fragment in The Pt22-(CO)„ 
System

No. Pt22 Center CO Boundary CO

VI -0.2147 + 0.2147 一

VII -0.3854 一 + 0.1927
VIII -0.5944 + 0.1102 + 0.0807

"The definition of net charge is given in Eq. (2). Sum of the 
net charges of Pt22, center CO, and boundary CO multiplied by 
its number becomes zero because the total systems are neutral 
model clusters.

numbers of CO 2n* level, and then the blue shift of C-0 
vibrational frequency is induced. As already mentioned, the 
blue shift of C-0 stretching frequency with increasing cover
age for CO/Ni system has been observed in IRAS and 
HREELS experiments.1819

As the CO coverage of Pt surface increases, on the other 
hand, surface Pt atom energy parameters (Hn) move to hi
gher energy toward CO 2n* because the direction of net 
charge transfer is opposite to the case of CO/Ni(lll) system. 
A single CO molecule on Pt surface becomes less positive 
with increasing CO coverage, while the Pt substrate becomes 
more negative as can be seen in Table 8. It is explained 
as follows. As the Pt surface valence band shifts to higher 
energy with increasing coverage, the energy gap between 
Pt df-band and CO 2n* level decreases leading to a stronger 
perturbative interaction between the two. Simultaneously, the 
interaction between the Pt (/-band and CO 5o level decrease. 
In other word, the back-donation from Pt surface to CO mo
lecule increases and the donation from CO to Pt surface 
decreases simultaneously as the coverage increased. The co
verage dependent behavior of FOP跖⑶，FOP2n(y), and FOP® 
given in Table 7 supports this view. Overlap population be
tween C and O atom decreases slightly with increasing CO 
coverage as can be seen in Table 7, which means red shift 
of C-0 stretching frequency.

The binding energies of a CO molecule adsorbed on Ni 
(111) surface of 1-fold, 2-fold, and 3-fold site are calculated 
나sing the metal substrates of model cluster I-V after fixing 
their energy parameters according to the various CO cover
age. On the Ni19(I) and NiwCII) cluster which simulate a very- 
low CO coverage, the CO molecule adsorbed on the 3-fold 
site is calculated to be the most tightly bound species. CO 
adsorbed on 2-fold site is calculated to be the most tigh아y 
bound species on the Nii9(III) and Nii9(IV) which simulate
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Table 9. Calculated Binding Energies3 (eV) of CO M이ecule Ad
sorbed on Each Adsorption Site of The Nii9 Clusters. Their Ene
rgy Parameters (H/y) of Consistuent Ni Atoms are Same as That 
of Converged Model Clusters

No. 1-fold 2-fold 3-fold

Ni19(I) 3.482 3.634 3.649
Ni19(II) 3.416 3.584 3.624
Ni19(III) 3.418 3.575 3.541
N 爲(IV) 2.962 3.007 2.893
Ni19(V) 2.350 2.290 2.262

"Binding energy is calculated as follows. BE=E(NM)+E(CO) 
—E(NR — CO)・

intermediate CO coverage, and the CO adsorbed on 1-fold 
site of the Nil9(V) which simulates highest CO coverage is 
the most tightly bound species.

This behavior of the adsorption site preference of CO mo
lecule adsorbed on Ni(III) surface given in Ta비e 9 is in 
agreement with experiment. It has been reported that a con
tinuous conversion from the 3-fold to 2-fold, and then, finally 
to 1-fold site coordinated CO on Ni(lll) surface occurs with 
increase in CO coverage.1819

One suggestive results lies in the work of Garfunkel60 et 
al., showing a shift of CO from 1-fold to 2-fold and possibly 
3-fold sites on Pt(lll) on increasing the coverage of coadsor
bed potassium atoms. Ray and Anderson24 explained this re
sult by using MO theory. They predicted the shift of CO 
to higher coordination sites to take place as a result of the 
destabilization of the Pt valence band due to charge transfer 
from the coadsorbed potassium. As Ray and Anderson show, 
strong 2n* mixing favors high coordination sites and strong 
5o mixing favors the 1-fold site on Pt(lll), which explains 
the shift to high coordination sites when CO and K are co- 
asorbed. While electron transfer from the CO 5a to the metal 
decreases, the back-donation from the metal to CO 2n* in
creases with the shift of Pt valence band to higher energy. 
With this upward shift of Pt valence band, the metal d-band 
moves toward CO 2n* and the gap between the 2n* level 
of CO and metal rf-band decreases leading to a stronger per
turbative interaction between the two. In other word, the 
charge transferred from electropositive adsorbate to metal 
surface induces the CO molecule to prefer higher coordina
tion site.

The CO molecules adsorbed on Pt surface can be thought 
as weakly electropositive species and CO adsorbed on Ni 
surface can be thought as electronegative species. So, differ
ent behavior of the coverage dependent adsorption site chan
ge of Co/Ni(lll) and CO/Pt(lll) system may have same 
origin, the direction of charge transfer, if we accept the An
derson's proposal. It seems really do for the CO/Ni(lll) sys
tem as can be seen in Table 9. For the CO/Pt(lll) system, 
however, we cannot find consistent behavior of binding ene
rgy between 1-fold and 2-fold site with increaing CO cove
rage except the decrease of difference of binding energy 
between 1-fold and 2-fold site CO.

The relative amounts of the 5o donation and the 2n* back- 
donation also manifest themselves in the change of the metal 
work function 甲 with CO coverage. Donation of electrons 
to the metal results in a decrease in(少 while back-donation

Figure 5. Total DOS (dotted lines) and PDOS of a surface Ni 
atom (solid lines) for CO/Ni(lll) system. A. Ni]9(I), B. NiiHIV), 
C. Ni19(V). The vertial lines around 10 eV denote the HOMO 
energies. As the coverage increased, PDOS curves shift to lower 
energy since the surface Ni atoms are stabilized due to the char
ge transfer compared with the second layer Ni atoms. In other 
words, Ni surface atoms become more positive compared with 
the second layer Ni atoms.

leads to an increase in 아). Therefore, the sign of the work 
function change indicates the direction of the net charge 
transfer between adsorbate and metal. The work function 
<p of a metal consists of two parts. The first component origi
nates from the surface dipole D, while the second portion 
is related to the bulk Fermi energy or chemical potential 
E, of an electron61:

= (9)

The change in q> after adsorption can be attributed to 
change in Z).61 The 勺 often termed the internal contribution 
to the work function, is determined solely by the bulk pro
perties of the solid.39 The surface dipole layer has a thickness 
of the order of 2-3 A. A simulation of the surface dipole 
layer would require a metal slab of tens of atomic layers.

In our model calculation for the CO/Ni(lll) system, d-or- 
bital energies of the surface Ni atoms shift to lower energies 
by about 1.65 eV with increasing CO coverage as can be 
seen in the first column of the Table 5. The HOMO energy 
of the Nii9 cluster, however, was found to shift to lower 
energy by only 0.35 eV. This is because the Ni surface atoms 
which interact directly with adsorbed CO molecules become 
more positive compared with second layer Ni atoms as CO 
coverage increases. It is the lower energy part of DOS curve 
that shift to lower energy with increasing CO coverage as 
can be seen in Figure 5. This lower part of DOS curve is 
mainly contributed from surface Ni atoms. This can be con
ceived as the formation of surface dipole layer having the 
orientation of increasing metal work function q>. In the case 
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of CO/Ni(lll), it has been reported that A(p values increase 
almost linearly up to certain exposure, beyond which the 
CO sticking coefficient starts to drop and CO desorption oc
curs.63

In the case of CO/Pt(lll), it has been reported that 나le 
work function decreases after CO adsorption (Aq<0). Ac
cording to the work function measurements6465, the initial 
decrease of A(p is followed by a minimum at 0co<0.5. The 
final value A(p at saturation coverage arrives at about 50 
meV by changing the sign of A(p. Etrl et 이.64 explained this 
dramatic change of Aq by assuming that, up to a coverage 
corresponding to the minimum of the CO molecules oc
cupy the 1-fold site with a small positive dipole moment 
(C-O+). As the coverage increases, the adsorbed layer is 
compressed to occupy the 2-fold sites, on which the CO mo
lecules have zero dipole moment.

In our model calculation for the CO/Pt(lll) system, the 
increase of net charge flow from the CO molecules of 1-fold 
site to Pt surface with increasing CO coverage makes Pt 
substrate surface to be more negative. This could be related 
to the initial decrease of metal work function.

Discussion

In this study, coverage dependent C-0 stretching frequen
cy shift, adsorption site conversion, and metal work function 
change are attributed to the charge transfer between metal 
surface and adsorbate. For CO/Ni(lll) system, net charge 
transfer from Ni surface to chemisorbed CO molecules ma
kes surface Ni atoms be more positive with increasing cover
age, and lowers Ni surface valence band. This leads to a 
weaker interaction between metal surface valence band and 
CO 2n* MO, less charge transfer to a single CO m이ecuie, 
and the bule shift of C-0 stretching frequency. Further in
crease of coverage induces the conversion of 3-fold site CO 
to lower coordir后ti이i site as well as the blue shift of C-0 
stretching frequency. This wh시e process is accompanied by 
the continuous increase of the metal work function.

The transformation of 3-fold site to 가fold site of CO on 
Ni(lll) surface is completed when Geo is about 0.16.1819 The 
average CO-CO distance at this coverage is around 6 X. It 
is hard to believe that CO-CO direct interaction is turned 
on at this low CO coverage. This interconversion should, 
therefore, be initiated by some long-range through-metal in
teraction. Sung and Hoffmann66 has reported that CO-CO 
direct interaction is turned on at CO-CO distance around 
3.29 A. In our model cluster IV, CO-CO distance is 3.32 A. 
At this CO-CO distance, binding energy between CO molecu
les is calculated to be — 0.0029 eV (very weak repulsion), 
and FOP between CO molecules is 0.0108. Overlap popula
tions between C and O atom are 1.3441 for CO at center 
and 1.3572 for CO at boundary; which correspond to the 
decrease of 1.5% and 0.5% compared with 1.3641 of free 
CO molecule. So, CO-CO direct interaction is negligible in 
our model cluster except model V.

It has been reported that the simultaneous coexistence 
of 2・f이d and 3-fold coordinated CO species on Ni(lll) sur
face at a very low CO coverage is accompanied by a fast 
site-interconversion process which is coverage and tempera
ture dependent」아42 The slight blue shift of the 3-fold CO 
stretching band with increasing coverage, in spite of the con

comitant depopulation of these sites, implies that only chemi
cal interactions are responsible for the observed blue shift. 
In other words, blue shift caused by dipole-dipole coupling, 
if exists, would be turned off as CO coverage increased since 
no dipole coupling is possible between 2-fold CO and 3-fold 
CO.

The original chemical effect model for coverage dependent 
CO stretching frequency shift observed on supported metal 
catalysts has been proposed by Blyholder,3 who argued that 
as coverage increased, the increasing competition for metal 
(/-electrons would lead to a reduced back-donation per CO 
molecule, an increased C-0 force constant, and a concomitant 
increase in vibrational frequency. This rationale should, how
ever, be considered with care. Transition metal is highly 
conductive and its surface is a kind of electron reservoir. 
If one uses a very small cluster to simulate surface pheno
mena, finite numbers of electrons in that small cluster would 
result in the reduction of electron transfer to a single CO 
molecule as the number of adsorbed CO is increa동ed. In 
that case, it can not be a good model for the surface, al
though it may be a model for a transition metal carbonyl 
complex.

In our calculation, the decrease of electron occupation 
number of CO 2n* level with increasing coverage is caused 
through the weakening of the interaction between CO 2n* 
and Ni rf-band due to the stabilization of surface Ni atom 
energy parameters. It is the project density of states (PDOS) 
of surface that responds to the CO coverage. Total density 
of states (DOS) and the Fermi level (HOMO energy) respond 
weakly to coverage as can be seen in Figure 5. Fermi level 
of each model clusters lies within the range of 0.35 eV, com
pared with the 1.65 eV shift of surface Ni d-band. The chan
ges of these bulk properties will be smaller if we have used 
a thh:ker slab.

The coverage dependent frequency shift of CO on Ni(lll) 
is found to be induced through the metal mediated CO-CO 
indirect interaction in this work. The CO-CO direct interac
tion will, however, be turned on above a certain coverage. 
In that case, red shift due to the broadening of CO 2n* level 
via CO-CO direct interaction will begin to compete with blue 
shift due to the metal mediated CO-CO indirect interaction. 
So, C-0 stretching frequency probably increases with increas
ing coverage and then decrease when the coverage exceeds 
a certain value. Surnev et al.19 has reported similar behavior 
for 1-fold CO on Ni(lll) surface through IRAS experiment. 
This competition between the metal mediated indirect inter
adsorbate interaction and direct interadsorbate interaction 
requires further study.
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